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By N Gregory Mankiw Principles
Results from recent experiments by the UCLA Covid-19 Health and Politics Project provide clues about what incentives may work to get different segments of the population vaccinated. If those fail, ...
Best Incentive To Get Vaccinated: Money, Messaging, Or Free Beer?
"I profoundly apologize for the racially insensitive remark I made towards Sen. Scott last week," Gary O'Connor wrote ...
Texas Democratic Official Apologizes After Calling Republican Sen. Tim Scott an 'Oreo'
However, the real issue is that Harvard is at odds with the very free speech principles that it has ... Economics professor N. Gregory Mankiw claimed that if he were “a right-of-center untenured ...
Harvard’s Free Speech Fallacy
Economics professor N. Gregory Mankiw has faced student criticism for his right-leaning political views. In November 2011, students staged a walkout in his Economics 10: “Principles of Economics ...
‘An Endangered Species’: The Scarcity of Harvard’s Conservative Faculty
On April 14, the first page of the Business Section of the New York Times announced that hundreds of executives, corporations, non-profits, educational ...
Corporate America Could Put Real Pressure On Politicians Trying To Suppress The Vote
4:13 I wonder how many readers have heard of N. Gregory Mankiw. He had a very distinguished ... a $1.4 million advance to write a textbook in Principles of Economics. This was almost three ...
Michael Meeropol: A Corporate Income Tax Increase Is A Very Good Idea
After speaking highly of the University of Toledo's adaptability to pandemic-wrought challenges, university President Dr. Gregory Postel promised Monday that UT is prepared to welcome safely its ...
UT president touts university's handling of pandemic-related challenges
In only the third case of its kind in North Carolina history, District Attorney Greg Newman has been removed from office.
District Attorney Greg Newman removed from office; only 3rd removal in NC history
Traders worry Brazil dryness threatens corn output (Adds latest prices, changes byline/dateline, previous PARIS/SINGAPORE) ...
GRAINS-Corn tops $7 a bushel for first time since 2013 in most-active contract
The Texas Democratic leader who called Senator Tim Scott an “oreo” has resigned in response to mounting pressure from state officials on both sides of the aisle. “I am deeply and sincerely sorry for ...
Texas Democrat Resigns after Calling Tim Scott an ‘Oreo’
Ron Johnson is in an uncomfortable class of his own. The Wisconsin Republican is the only senator in his party facing reelection next year in a state that backed Democrat Joe ...
Sen. Johnson may offer insight into GOP’s 2022 positioning
Berkshire Hathaway Inc on Saturday defended its $8 billion proposal to build natural gas plants in Texas to help reduce the threat of devastating blackouts such as those in February.
Berkshire defends $8 bln Texas power proposal to combat blackouts
Dan Bishop, Ted Budd, Virginia Foxx, Richard Hudson, Greg Murphy, David Rouzer and ... about choosing principles over political future. That choice has never been as stark as in recent weeks ...
Two NC Republicans stood up for our elections. Thank you | Charlotte Observer
To view the meeting via video, the following link is provided: Calling a public hearing to determine whether certain conditions described herein constitute a public nuisance at the locations stated: ...
Public Meetings for the week of May 3
(Greg Nash/Pool via Reuters ... focus for her as “white supremacy is weaved into our founding documents and principles” in the U.S. “When we raise issues of equity and justice at the ...
Biden’s U.N. Ambassador: ‘White Supremacy Is Weaved into Our Founding Documents and Principles’
Greg Berlanti’s domination of the CW continues ... is using were learned in a sort of abandonment of her family and its principles. Nicky picked up kung fu specifically because it represented ...
New Take on ‘Kung Fu’ Is Sharp, Thoughtful Look at a Chinese American Family: TV Review
(Greg Nash/Pool via AP ... which represents the broader challenge of defining the party’s core principles. “The challenge for the center-right political party is figuring out a constructive ...
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